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ABSTRACT
Relocation and Deployment of Sensor Nodes
by
Navin Rongratana
Dr. Laxmi P. Gewali, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Computer Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

We consider the problem of estimating free-regions of nodes in a sensor network
deployed in two dimensions. The free-region of a node is the connected set of points
in its neighborhood that preserves the existing network topology. We present an
efficient exact algorithm for computing free-region of a given node x that runs in
O(fc^) time, where k is the number of in-bound and out-bound nodes of x. We also
discuss approaches for developing localized approximation algorithms for estimating
free-regions. We also present an expérimental implementation of the proposed exact
algorithm.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Sensor networks are witnessing a wide range of applications in many areas of
research and development, that include ubiquitous computing, environmental moni
toring, surveillance, manufacturing, transportation networks, and robotics. A sensor
network consists of sensor nodes linked together wirelessly. A sensor node is an
inexpensive electronic device which has embedded on it components for sensing, com
puting, memory, and radio communication. These components are powered by a low
power battery integrated in the node. The sensing component is used mostly to mea
sure/detect physical parameters such as temperature, pressure, humidity, earthquake
waves, nuclear waste, etc. The radio wireless communication component in a sensor
network has usually a range of 100ft - 300ft. Each sensor node is powered solely by
the battery embedded on it and hence all components inside a node are designed
for using low-power. Battery power is perhaps the most critical resource in a sensor
network.
No centralized system is available for maintaining connectivity in a sensor network.
The entire network is formed by establishing connectivity locally in a distributed
manner. Achieving desirable global properties by performing only local computation
is one of the most burning issues in sensor networks. The desirable properties of
a sensor network include the following. Firstly, the network should be connected so
that any two pair of nodes can at least communicate indirectly. Secondly, the network
should be sparse so that the battery consumption and interference is reduced.
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Thirdly, the network should have a small diameter so that the communication
route between two out-of-range nodes is small. Developing an algorithm to obtain a
sensor network that has the above properties is the most important problem in sensor
network research.
A sensor network is formed by establishing wireless links between selected nodes
that are within each other’s range. Two nodes within each other’s range can commu
nicate directly. If two nodes are out of communication range then they can possibly
communicate indirectly by using other intermediate nodes as relay nodes. Selecting
a sequence of intermediate relay nodes between two given nodes s and t so that they
can communicate indirectly is called routing. A variety of algorithms have been
reported [1,4] for constructing routes in a sensor network. For successful construction
of routes the underlying sensor network must be connected.
In recent years, problems dealing with the deployment and relocation of sensor
nodes has attracted the interest of many researchers [5,9]. In the deployment problem,
we are given a fixed region R such as a terrain surface and we need to deploy nodes
on it so that the region can be covered by the sensing group of nodes. At the same
time, the network must be connected. In the relocation problem, we are given a
pre-deployment set of nodes in a fixed region R and we need to relocate some nodes
by small displacement so that the the region R can be covered.
In this thesis, we introduce the notion of the free-region of a sensor network
that can be used for relocating sensor nodes. Intuitively, the free-region FR{p) of
a node p is the maximal connected region contained in the broadcast disc of p so
that the local connectivity properties of p are preserved if p is moved to any point
inside R. An overview of the thesis can be stated as follows. In Chapter 2, we review

important results on deployment of sensor nodes and on their relocation. In Chapter
3, we present several algorithms for computing the free-region of a sensor node. The
first algorithm we propose computes the free-region of a node in

0

(/c^) time, where
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k is the number of sensor nodes in its in-bound and out-bound region. We further
show that the problem of computing the free-region has lower bound of fl{klogk).
We also present two variations of approximation algorithms for computing the freeregion. The first approximation algorithm we propose is called the Empty Circle
Approximation and runs in 0{k) time. The second approximation algorithm, called
the Convex Approximation, computes the free-region in O(klogk) time. In Chapter
4, we describe an implementation of the exact algorithm presented in Chapter 3. The
implementation is done in the Java programming language. Finally in Chapter 5,
we discuss the significance of the free-region computation and possible extensions for
further investigation.
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CHAPTER 2

PRELIMINARIES AND LITERATURE REVIEWS

2.1 Deployment
In monitoring applications of sensor networks we are required to deploy a set of
sensor nodes in a given region so that the points of interest in the region are cov
ered by some node. Furthermore, the network formed by wireless linkage of nodes
must be connected so that the physical quality sensed by nodes can be wirelessly
communicated to the monitoring point. Let s and r be the sensing range and com
munication range of a sensor node. Notice that the sensing range of a node is the
maximum distance up to which the node can measure (or sense) a physical quantity.
Similarly, the communication range r of a node is the maximum distance up to which
the wireless communication can be performed. The coverage and connectivity are
dependent on the relative magnitude of s and r. In general, coverage does not imply
connectivity and connectivity does not imply coverage. Zhang and Hou [11] have
established an interesting relationship between the sensing range and communication
range r. They have shown that if r > 2s then connectivity also implies coverage. In
studying coverage, researchers have considered the problem of covering a point by at
least k nodes. In this context Wang et. al. [10] have established that if r > 2s, then
k-coverage of convex region implies k-connectivity of the sensor network. For r = s,
Kar and Banerjee [5] have given an deployment algorithm that ensures connectivity
and coverage.
Deployment is usually done in two ways. If it is possible to select precise points
where nodes need to be placed we have determ inistic deployment. For example if we
4
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need to deploy sensors to monitor manufacturing processes in a factory environment,
then the location of sensor placement can be pre-determined and we have determin
istic deployment. On the other hand if the precise location can not be determined in
advance we have non-determ inistic deployment. For example, if it is necessary to
scatter nodes in a hazardous environment by air-drop, then we have non-deterministic
deployment.
Sometimes nodes are deployed to cover only some subset of points in a given region.
This kind of coverage is often called point coverage. The algorithm reported by
Kar and Banerjee [5] can be used for point coverage so that the resulting network is
connected. It has been established that the algorithm given in [5] uses at most 7.256
the minimum number of sensor nodes required to cover the region. A variation of
point coverage is grid coverage in which the points to be covered as the points in
a two-dimensional or three-dimensional euclidean space. Chakrabaty et. al [3] have
formulated the m-coverage deployment problem as an integer linear program.
2.2 Relocation
In some situations, sensor nodes deployed previously in a given region may have to
be relocated to ensure proper coverage. An existing sensor node that is participating
in the cover may die and it may be necessary to relocate nearby nodes to achieve
maximum coverage. To address the need of sensor nodes that can be relocated,
researchers are beginning to design movable sensor nodes. An example of a movable
sensor node is the Robomote [8 ] which has volume smaller than 0.00004 mf and cost
less than 150 dollars [8 ]. A framework for relocating mobile sensor nodes so that the
original topology of the sensor network has been maintained is suggested by Wang
et. al.

[10]. Their framework first identified redundant sensor nodes in a given

deployment by using the Grid-Quorum based approach. After the redundant nodes
have been identified, a path is constructed to move a redundant node to a “hole”
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region to increase the number of covered points. The node that has been identified
for relocation can be moved either directly or by using a serious of intermediate relay
nodes which is called “cascading.” Algorithms for constructing relocation paths by
using cascading may be preferred to reduce battery power consumption.
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CHAPTER 3

APPROACHES FOR NODE RELOCATION

3.1 Preliminaries
Consider n sensor nodes ui, ug,..., % deployed on a terrain surface, which is taken
as a two dimensional plain. The location of node Vi is represented by point % with
coordinates Xj and j/j, respectively. The transmission range r of all sensor nodes is
assumed to be identical and the implied transmission region is taken as the trans
mission disk TD{i) of radius r. The circle of the transmission is denoted as TC{i).
We can imagine a network obtained by connecting all pair of nodes within each others
transmission range. Such a network is often called Unit Disk Graph UD G and
we denote it by G(V,E), where V and E are the set of nodes and the set of edges,
respectively. Figure 3.1 shows an example of the unit disk graph induced by 15 nodes,
where the disk with dashed boundary indicates the transmission region corresponding
to node v^.

We first start with a few more definitions. A pair of nodes Vi and Vj are called
neighbors or adjacent if they are within each others’ transmission range. Similarly,
a pair of non-adjacent nodes % and Vj are called adjoining if their transmission disks
TD{i) and TD{j) intersect.
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Figure 3.1; Illustrating a unit disk graph UDG

Figure 3.2: Illustrating the annulus, in-bound nodes, and the out-bound nodes
Now consider what happens to the connectivity of the network when a node, say
Vi, is moved very slightly. It is very likely that the connectivity will remain the same.
If we continue to move the node in some direction slowly two kinds of event can
occur. A node that was within the transmission region of V\ at the beginning may
fall outside the range. For example if node v\ is moved along the y-direction, node
will fall outside the transmission region of Vi. We call such an event an excluding
event. If the node continues to move further along the y-direction, node ug which
8
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was outside the transmission range of Vi at the start will begin to appear within the
range. We call this type of event an including event. This observation leads us to
model free-region for nodes as follows.

Definition 3.1 The free-region of a node Uj, denoted by FR{i) is the connected
set of points in its neighborhood that preserve the connectivity of the network. This
means if we move node u, to any point in the free-region the network connectivity
does not change.

A free-region FR[i) of a node u* is called maximal if it is not a proper subset of
any other free-region of u,. Figure 3.3 Illustrates a free-region for node Vi. It can be
verified that that this free-region is also maximal.
Consider the outer circle OC{i) of radius 2r centered at node u,. The outer
circle together with the transmission circle form the annulus ANL{i) induced by
node Vi- Sensor nodes lying within the transmission disk TD{i) are referred to as
the in-bound nodes of n,. Similarly, nodes lying between the transmission circle
and the outer circle are referred to as out-bound nodes of Uj. These definitions
are illustrated in Figure 3.2. The notion of free-region can be captured in term of
(i) the transmission disks of node Vi, (ii) its in-bound nodes, and (iii) its out-bound
nodes. The region of intersection of transmission disks of in-bound nodes gives the
region in which node % can be relocated without disconnecting with its adjacent
nodes, even though some new nodes may become adjacent. This region which we call
in-free-region IFR{i) can be expressed in term of transmission disks as:
IFR{i)

= Ç^TD{j), where j = i or Vj is a neighbor o f u,
(1)
j
The portion of the transmission disk TD{i) that overlaps with the transmission
disks of its out-bound nodes is referred to as fringe region. The region obtained by
removing fringe region from TD{i) \s called out-free-region (see Figure 3.5b). The
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out-free-region can be formally expressed as:
OFR{i)

= T D { i ) — \ ^ T D { j ) , f or all outbound node Vj o f node Vi

Figure 3.3: Illustrating a free-region of a node.

/
;
!

I

I
\

azTmnsmkMonGmclaoflm^boundNodes

kFom wdonofln-FreeReokxi

Figure 3.4: Illustrating the formation of in-free-region of a node.
10
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(2)

a: Transmission circles of out-bound nodes

b: Formation of out-free region

Figure 3.5: Illustrating the formation of out-free-region of a node.
It is noted that as long as a node stays within its out-free-region, the set of nodes
that were outside its transmission range at the initial position will continue to remain
outside. It can be observed that the free-region FR{i) of node

is given by the

intersection of its in-free-region and out-free-region. In fact, the maximal free-region
shown in Figure 3.3 is the intersection of free-regions shown in Figure 3.4b and Figure
3.5b.
(3 )

Remark 3.1: Both OFR{i) and IFR{i) are bounded regions whose boundary con
sists of arc-chains. Such regions are essentially special polygons whose edges are
circular arcs and we refer to them as arc-gons.
It is interesting to look into the structural properties of free-regions. Even if a
node Vi has a single neighbor, its in-free-region IFR(i) is not empty. The following
properties of free-regions can be verified easily.

11
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Property 3.1: In-free-region IFR{i) of any node

that has at least one neighbor

is non-empty.
Property 3.2: The in-free-region IFR{i) of any node % is a convex arc-gon.

For most node distributions the arc-gon representing IFR{i) will have only a few
number of arcs. For some special node distributions the arc-gon could have 0{n) arcs.
Consider 0{n) in-bound nodes distributed along an arc centered at u, and with radius
one third the transmission range. The in-free-region in the presence of such nodes will
have 0{n) arcs. (This is shown in Figure 3.6, where node Vi is drawn as a small dot
whose interior is filled black and its in-bound nodes are shown as small dots whose
interior are filled white. The transmission circles of inbound nodes are drawn dashed.)

Property 3.3: In-free-region IFR{i) can have 0{n) arcs in the worst case.

Figure 3.6: Illustrating that I FR{ i ) can have 0 { n ) arcs.

Property 3.3 can be used to argue that the free-region FR{i) can have 0(n) arcs
in its boundary. We can first start with the 0{n) in-bound nodes distributed as
shown in Figure 3.6 so that the corresponding in-free-region has 0(n) arcs. We can
12
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now construct 0{n) out-bound nodes distributed near the outer circle of the annulus
region of node Vi so that the out-free-region OFR[i) has 0{n) arcs and completely
covers IFR{i). This implies that the free-region FR{i) can have 0{n) sides.

Property 3.4: The complexity of free-region FR{i) can be 0(n) in the worst case.

Definition 3.2: Any circle of radius r that encloses the in-free-region and touches
its boundary is called contact circle. See Figure 3.7

/
/
/
/

;

I

/

'

I

1
\

/

Figure 3.7: Illustrating two kinds of contact circles.
Property 3.5: Any contact circle completely encloses the in-free-region.

Lemma 3.1: Consider a proper subset Q of in-bound nodes of Uj. Let IFR{i, Q)
denote the in-free-region of n, by considering in-bound nodes only in Q. Let u, be any
in-bound node of v[i) not in Q. The transmission circle TC(t) partitions IFR(i, Q)
into at most two parts.
Proof: Assume to the contrary that TC[t) partitions IFR{i,Q) into more than
two parts as shown in Figure 3.7. Assume without loss of generality that the two in
tersection points on the upper side lie on the same horizontal line. Move circle TC(t)
13
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vertically downward until the circle touches IFR{i, Q) for the first time and becomes
a contact circle. During this motion the circle will continue to partition IFR{i, Q)
into at least three parts as in the beginning. This implies that contact circle partitions
the in-free-region into more than two parts - contradiction to Property 3.5.

Figure 3.8
3.2 Exact Algorithms
We first develop algorithms for determining the out-free-region OFR{i) and the infree-region IFR{i) of a given node Uj. We then describe an algorithm that determines
the free-region FR{i) by efficiently computing the intersection of OFR(i) and IFR{i).
3.2.1 Development of Critical Point Algorithm
Consider the annulus region ANL{i) of sensor node t), and the points of inter
section between the transmission circles of out-bound nodes of v{i) and T’C'(i), the
transmission circle of Uj. We call these intersection points as critical-points. The
critical points that do not lie inside the transmission circle of any out-bound node of
Vi are termed as prime critical points. It is noted that the prime critical points
are precisely the vertices of OFR{i). The first algorithm we describe for computing
the out-free-region is based on identifying prime critical points from among the set of
14
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critical points. The set of critical points can be determined by finding the intersection
between all pair of circles. The prime critical points can be determined by making
simple circle exclusion checks. The prime critical points are angularly sorted about
to determine the order of the vertices of OFR[i). The arcs implied by the consecutive
vertices in the angularly sorted list give the arcs of OFR{i). Prime critical points are
drawn as small white dots in Figure 3.9. A formal sketch of the algorithm is listed as
Critical Point Algorithm for OFR.

Figure 3.9: Illustrating prime critical points, which are drawn as small white dots.

15
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Critical Point Algorithm for OFR:
Input: Sensor node u, and its k outbound nodes
Output: Out-free-region OFR{i)
Step 1: /* Determine critical points */
a. For each out-bound nodes % of Vi do
b.
For each out-bound nodes Vy of Uj do
c.
If W and Vy are not the same node
d.
Find the corresponding point(s) of intersections,
and mark them as critical points.
Step 2: /* Determine prime points */
a. For each critical point Pc do
b.
For each out-bound node Vx do
c.
If TC{x) contains
them mark it dominated.
d. For each critical point Pc do
b.
If Pc is not marked dominated then mark it prime.
Step 3: /* Determine OFR{i) */
a. Sort prime critical points angularly about
b. Construct arcs for each adjacent pair in the sorted list
to obtain the arc-gon OFR{i).
Step 4: Output OFR{i)

Lemma 3.2: The execution time of Critical Point Algorithm is 0{k^), where k is
the number of in-bound and out-bound nodes of vi.
Proof: Since we are checking intersection between all pair of transmission circles
among k circles, Step 1 takes 0{k'^) time. There can be 0 { k ‘^) critical points in the
worst case and hence Step 2 takes 0{lF) time. Sorting in Step 3 can be done in
0{klogk) time. Hence the total time is 0{k^). □
3.2.2 Development of Incremental Algorithm
A faster algorithm for computing OFR{i) can be developed by using an incremen
tal approach in which out-bound nodes are processed one at a time. The out-bound
nodes are first angularly sorted about u,. Let the angularly sorted list of out bound
nodes be Vi^,Vi^,Vi^,

The out-bound nodes are processed one at a time in

the order they appear in the sorted list. Initially, transmission disk TD{i) is taken
as OFR{i), whose boundary consist of just one arc, the transmission circle TC{i).
16
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The region of intersection between OFR{i) and the disk TD(ii), denoted as I R \ is
subtracted from OFR{i) to account for the cover of node Uj. The second node is
processed similarly to update OFR{i). This process of updating OFR{i) incremen
tally one node at a time is continued for other nodes

At the

stage, the intersection region IRi between OFR{i) and TD{ij) is subtracted from
the running OFR{i) to account for the cover from node Vi.. It is noted that at the
stage the arc-gon representing the running OFR(i) can have at most 2j arcs.
When the

out-bound node is processed, transmission disk TD{ij) may not in

tersect with the running OFR(i), for a certain class of node distributions. On the
other hand, for some other class of node distributions, the transmission disk TD{ij)
could possibly intersect with 0{k) arcs of the arc-gon representing the boundary of
the running OFR{i), where k is the number of out-bound nodes of u,. This is stated
in Observation 1 . The arcs of OFR{i) that lie completely inside TC{ij) are called
interior arcs. To update OFR{i), interior arcs and intersecting arcs are removed
from it. Three new arcs are formed: one each corresponding to the intersecting arcs
and one is the arc of TC{ij) between the intersecting arcs. The newly formed arcs
are inserted into OFR{i) to update it. A formal sketch of the algorithm is listed as
INCR-OFR Algorithm.

17
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Incremental Algorithm OFR (INCR-O FR Algorithm):
Input: a. Sensor nodes fi, U2 , ...u„
b. Transmission radius r
c. Integer i, 1 < i < n
Output: Array Arc[] and its size m representing OFR{i)
Step 1: a. Determine out bound nodes of Vi
b. Sort angularly out bound nodes of Vi
c. Let the sorted list be
Step 2: / / Let Arc\2k] be the array to record the arcs of OFR(i)
a. Arc[0] = TC(0);
b. m — 1; / / Number of arcs in the arc-gon
c. for (int j = l ; j <= k;j + -h)
d.
if {TC{vi. intersects with arc-gon Arc[] of size m)
e.
Update(Arc[], m,
Step 3: Output Arc[] and its size m

U pdate(int Arc[], int Lm,TC{vi.))
a. Find the intersecting arcs al and a2
b. Let g be the number of interior arcs.
d. Remove interior arcs and intersecting arcs from Arc[]
e. Determine the newly formed arcs 61, 62, and 63
f. Insert 61, 62, and 63 into Arc[]
g. m = m - g -\-l]

Observation 3.1: The transmission disk TD{ij) of the

out bound node can

potentially intersect with 0{k) arcs of the running OFR{i).
Proof: Consider 0{k) out bound nodes very close to each other distributed along
the outer circle of the annulus region induced by %. The OFR(i) induced by these
nodes will have an arc cluster containing 0{k) very small arcs along the inner circle
as shown in Figure 3.10. Now place an out bound node Vr near the end of the arc
chain cluster. The transmission disk of Vr intersects with all the 0{k) arcs in the arc
cluster. □
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Figure 3.10: Illustrating Observation 3.1
Theorem 3.1: INCR-OFR Algorithm can be executed in O(k^) time, where k is the
number of out-bound nodes of Uj.
Proof: The intersecting arcs of an arc-gon of size k and a circle can be found
in 0{k) time by simply checking the intersection of the circle with each arc of the
arc-gon. The interior arcs are precisely the arcs in the arc-gon lying between the
intersecting arcs. Hence intersecting arcs and their count can be determined in 0{k)
time. The removal of interior arcs and the insertion of new arcs can be done in 0{n)
time. Hence Update() function can be done in 0{k) time. Since Update function is
called at most 0{k) times the total time of INCR-OFR Algorithm is 0 { k ^‘ ). □

Theorem 3.2: The sorting problem is linear time transformable to the out-freeregion problem (OFR). Hence O F R has lower bound of fl(klogk) in a comparison
tree model of computation, where k is the number of in-bound and out-bound vertices
19
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of Vi .
Proof: Given a set of numbers «i, 0 2 , ^ 3 ,

(Zk to sort, we map them to points

in two dimensions as follows. Let I and u be the minimum and maximum values
of the input numbers.

We transform each o, to 0% by using the formula 0% =

360 * (a, —l)/{u —I). By this transformation, each 0* falls in the range 0-360 and the
initial order of the input number is preserved. These angles are used to locate points.
Let

be coordinates of node Vi. Corresponding to number aj, we locate a node

at (xj -f 2r' cos9j,2r' sm9j), where r' is little less than r. This results in out-bound
nodes of Vi at distance 2r' along the outer circle as shown in Figure 3.11. The outfree-region OFR{i) for this distribution of nodes consists of k very small arcs near the
transmission circle of n,. From the OFR{i) we can read off the original input num
bers in sorted order. The time required to make the transformation is linear. Since
fi(A:logA;) is the lower bound for the sorting problem we conclude that Vt{k\ogk) is
also the lower bound for the problem of computing OFR[i). □
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Figure 3.11: Reducing Sorting Problem to Out-Free-Region Problem

An algorithm for computing the in-free-region IFR{i) can be developed by fol
lowing the incremental approach similar to the one used for determining the out-freeregion OFR{i). The in-bound nodes of Vi are processed one by one. To develope the
incremental algorithm for computing the out-free-region, the out-bound nodes were
obtained in angularly sorted order. To develope the incremental algorithm for com
puting the in-free-region IFR{i), it is not necessary to sort them. The transmission
circle TC{i) of node

is taken as the initial running in-free-region IFR{i). Starting

from this initial IFR{i), the intersection of the transmission circles of the in-bound
nodes of Vi with the running in-free-region is determined and updated accordingly.
The arcs of the convex arc-gon representing the running in-free-region are maintained
in a circularly linked list. Let the k in-bound nodes of Vi be

, Ujg, Ujg,...,

The

intersection of initial IFR{i) and TC{ii) is determined in a straightforward manner
21
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by checking the intersection of two circles. Suppose the intersection of the first j
in-bound circles has been done to obtain the corresponding IFR{i). The running
IFR{i) after processing the j in-bound regions will have at most 0 [j) arcs. The
[j -f- 1)*^ in-bound node is processed as follows. The transmission circle
is checked for intersection with the running IFR[i). The intersection is determined
by checking the intersection with each arc of the running FR{i). After finding the
intersecting arcs, the arcs of FR(i) which are completely covered by TC(ij+i) are
deleted and the newly created arcs are inserted to update FR(i). This is described
formally in the following algorithm.
Incremental IFR Algorithm (IN C R -IFR Algorithm):
Input: Sensor nodes Vi and its in-bound nodes

...,

Output: Arc-gon representing in-free-region IFR{i)
Step 1: Set IFR{i) to the intersection of TC{i) and TC{ii)
Step 2: For( j = 2; j < = k]j + -|-) do
a. If (TC{vi. intersects with IFR(i))
b.
Update IFR{i) by determining its intersection with TC{ij)
Step 3: Output IFR{i)

Lemma 3.3: INCR-lFR Algorithm can be executed in 0{k^) time.
Proof: Step 1 takes 0(1) time. Intersection points of an arc-gon of size k and a
circle can be determined in 0{k) time and hence one Update in Step 2b can be done
in 0(k) time. The total tim e for Step 2 is

implying that the tim e complexity

of INCR-lFR Algorithm is O(Æ^). □.
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Intersection of In-Free-Region (IFR) and Out-Free-Region (OFR)
It is recalled that both OFR and IFR are special polygons whose edges are circular
arcs and we refer to them as arc-gons. Computing the intersection of two arc-gons
can be done by using the standard tools of computational geometry [6]. When we
examine the overlay of two interesting arc-gons, the arcs of one arc-gon may intersect
with arcs of the other arc-gon. We call one of the arc-gons the red arc-gon and the
other the blue arc-gon. Let m and n be the number of arcs in the red and blue
arc-gons. Let k be the number of intersection points between the arcs of red and
blue arc-gons, respectively. In terms of the overlay of two arc-gons, the set of vertices
of arc-gons and the vertices formed by the intersection of arcs can be distinguished
into three kinds: A vertex of one arc-gon that lies in the interior of the other arcgon is called an internal vertex. Similarly, a vertex of one arc-gon that lies in the
exterior of the other arc-gon is called an outer vertex. Lastly, vertices formed by the
intersection of arcs are referred to as cross vertices. Figure 3.12 shows the overlay of
two arc-gons where the interior vertices are drawn filled, the outer vertices are drawn
unfilled and the cross vertices are drawn with as squares.
Definition 3.3: In the overlay of two arc-gons, the maximal arc-chain of one arc-gon
that lies completely inside the other arc-gon is referred to as an interior arc-chain.
It may be noted that the end vertices of a maximal interior arc-chain are both
cross vertices.
Observation 3.2: The boundary of the intersection of two arc-gons consists of a
sequence of interior arc-chains.
Based on Observation 3.2, the intersection of two arc-gons (red and blue arcgons) can be determined by traversing the boundary of red arc-gon and blue arc-gon
in alternating manner by following a carefully formulated strategy. The strategy is to
traverse only along the interior arc-chain in each arc-gon. The traversal starts from
23
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any cross-vertex. Prom the initially picked cross-vertex, the traversal proceeds along
the boundary that corresponds to the internal arc-chain. When the next arc-vertex
at the end of the currently traversed arc-chain is encountered, the traversal switches
along the boundary of the other arc-gon (say the red arc-gon). This alternating
traversal continues until the starting cross vertex is reached.
At the start of the traversal it is necessary to check whether or not the next vertex
is inside the other arc-gon to determine the interior arc-chain. Point inclusion checks
in simple polygons is a well known technique in computational geometry [3]. We can
use a similar technique to check point inclusion in an arc-gon which takes 0 (m -|- n)
time. After the first interior arc-chain is determined, it is not necessary to check
for point inclusion to determine the other interior arc-chain. This is due to the fact
that the maximal interior arc-chain occurs in an alternating manner in red and blue
arc-gons. If one of the interior arc-gon is in the red arc-gon then the next interior
arc-gon occurs on the boundary of the blue arc-gon. A formal sketch of the algorithm
is given below.

Figure 3.12: The Overlay of Red Arc-gon and Blue Arc-gon
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R ed /B lu e Arc-gons Intersection Algorithm (RBAI Algorithm):
Input: Red arc-gon arc-gon-r and blue arc-gon arc-gon-b of size m and n,
respectively. The arcs in arc-gon-r and arc-gon-b are available in arrays.
Output: arc-gon-i, representing the intersection of arc-gon-r and arc-gon-b.
Step 1: /* Determine cross vertices */
a. For each arc arc-i in arc-gon-r do
b.
For each arc arc-j in arc-gon-b do
c.
If arc-i and arc-j intersect
d.
Set cross-vertex W to the intersectionof arc-i and arc-j
e.
Split arc-i, arc-j at W .
f.
Record the references of arc-i and arc-j in W
g.
Insert W in arc-i and arc-j
Step 2: /* Find the starting inner arc-chain */
a. Traverse the boundary of arc-gon-r until a cross vertex cn, is found
b. Select the interior arc-chain arc-chain-i incident at cvi.
c. arc-gon-i = arc-chain-i
Step 3: /* construct the intersection arc-gon arc-gon-i */
a. While (the other end point of arc-chain-i is not cvi) do
b.
Set arc-chain-i to the next interior arc-chain incident
at the end of the current arc-chain.
c.
arc-chain-i = arc-gon-i U arc-chain-i
Step 4: Output arc-gon-i as the required intersection.

Lemma 3.4: Red-Blue Intersection algorithm executes in 0{n^) time.
Proof: Assume without loss of generality that m = n. Step 1 has two nested loops
each of which executes 0{n) time and hence the time for Step 1 is 0{n^). Step 2 takes
0{n) time. In Step 3 the traversal is done only on the boundary of the intersection
and hence this step takes 0{n) time. Thus the total time complexity is 0{n^). □
Theorem 3.3: The Free-Region of a sensor node Vi can be computed in 0{k^) time,
where k is the number of in-bound and out-bound nodes of
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3.3 Approximation Algorithms
The shape of the free-region can be non-convex and complicated, and algorithms
for determining such shapes tend to become non-trival. For practical application, it
would be desirable to have easily computable convex shapes. In this section we de
scribe approaches for developing simple approximation algorithms for obtaining such
solutions. The notions of image points and antipodal points are needed to de
velop the intended algorithms. While image points are defined for out-bound nodes,
antipodal points are defined for in-bound nodes as follows.

Definition 3.4: The image point Uj of an out-bound node Vj is defined as the point
located at distance {d{i,j)~r) from Uj, where d{i,j) is the distance of Vj from Vi and r
is the transmission radius. In Figure 3.13 the image points of three out-bound nodes
are shown as unfilled white dots.

Definition 3.5: The antipodal point of an in-bound node Vj is defined by consid
ering the circle C{vj,pj) with center at Vj and encloses the node u*. The point Pj
on the ciicle C{vj,pj), is on the opposite end of radius starting from Vj to pj, is its
antipodal point.

Definition 3.6: The collection of inbound nodes, antipodal points, and image points
are together referred to as pseudo nodes.

The definitions are illustrated in Figure 3.13, where image points and antipodal
points are drawn as small unfilled dots and unfilled squares, respectively.

3.3.1 Empty Circle Approximation
Consider a circle enclosing node Vi that does not enclose any of the pseudo nodes.
Such circles are em pty circles. One of the easiest way to obtain an empty circle is
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to find the nearest pseudo node x from Vi and construct a circle centered at Uj and
passing through x as shown in Figure 3.14. This is listed as Algorithm Empty Circle
, Approximation.
Em pty Circle Approximation Algorithm :
Input: (i) Sensor node Vi, and (ii) its in-bound and out-bound nodes.
Output: A circle approximating the free-region of n*.
Step 1: /* Determine pseudo nodes */
a. Find image points of out-bound nodes of u,.
b. Find anti-podal points of in-bound nods of n,.
Step 2: Determine the distance r' to nearest pseudo node
by examining the coordinates of image points,
anti-podal points, and in-bound nodes.
Step 3: Output the disk centered at Vi and radius r' as the free-region.

3.3.2 Convex Region Approximation
In this approach we seek to construct a convex polygon containing the candidate
node Vi that does not enclose any pseudo nodes. Corresponding to each out-bound
node Vj we construct a directed line called a separating line Lj which passes through
its image point Ui and is perpendicular to the line through Vj and Uj. The direction
of the separating line is such that the candidate node Vi lies to the left of the line.
The transmission circle of each in-bound node is approximated by a regular polygon
of size c, where c is some constant integer. A typical value of c is 8. It is noted
that the regular polygon should have sufficient number of sides so that all in-bound
nodes are contained in it. The approximating regular polygon corresponding to in
bound nodes is required to satisfy the ’’antipodal property” which is stated as follows.

Definition 3.7: An inscribed regular polygon approximating the transmission circle
of an in-bound node Vj is said to have the antipodal property if one of its vertices
passes through the antipodal point of Vj.
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The bounding edges of the approximating polygons are assigned direction im
plied by the counterclockwise traversal of its boundary. Consider the left half-plane
corresponding to each directed line. The intersection of the right half planes of a
directed line gives a convex polygon which can be taken as an approximation for the
free-region FR{i) of node u*. This approximation scheme is listed as Convex Polygon
Approximation Algorithm.
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Figure 3.13: Illustrating Image Points and Antipodal Points
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Convex Approxim ation Algorithm :
Input: (i) Node Vi and its in-bound and out-bound nodes, (ii) a constant c.
Output: A convex polygon approximating the free-region of Vi.
Step 1: For each in-bound node Vj of Vi do
a. Find antipodal point pj of Vj.
b. Construct the regular c-gon inscribed in the
transmission circle TC{j) and satisfying the antipodal property.
c. Assign direction to the bounding edges of the c-gon
implied by its counterclockwise traversal.
Step 2:

a. Construct a regular c-gon inscribed in TC{i)
b. Assign direction to the bounding edges of the c-gon
implied by its counterclockwise traversal.

Step 3: For each out-bound node vj of Vi do
a. Find the image point Uj of node Vj.
b. Construct the corresponding directed separating line

Lj.

Step 4: Construct the intersection region R of the left half planes
implied by all directed lines and output it as the free-region.

Lemma 3.5: The output region R generated by Convex Approximation Algorithm
is (i) a sub-set of maximal free-region FR{i) and (ii) contains vertex Uj.
Proof: Since the transmission circles are approximated by inscribing regular cgons containing all in-bound nodes, their intersection region R' is a subset of the
in-free region IFR{i). Any point in the right half-plane of the directed separating
line is at a distance greater than the transmission range. This implies that any point
in the intersection region Q' of the half planes of separating lines is at a distance at
least r from any out-bound nodes. Since R is the intersection of R' and Q' it is a
proper sub-set of FR(i).

Theorem 3.4: Convex Approximation Algorithm can be executed in 0 {k log k) time,
where k is the total number of in-bound and out-bound nodes of Uj.
Proof: Step 1 takes 0{k) time. Step 2 takes 0(1) time. Step 3 also takes 0{k)
time. The problem of computing the intersection of k half-planes can be reduced in
31
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linear time to the problem of computing the convex hull of k points in two dimensions
by using duality methods of computational geometry [3]. Since the convex hull of k
points can be computed in 0 {k log k) time [3], it implies that Step 4 can be done in
0{k\ogk) time. Hence the total execution time for all steps adds to 0{k\ogk). □
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CHAPTER 4

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this chapter, we describe an implementation and an experimental investigation of
the algorithms for finding the in-free-region and the out-free-region of sensor nodes
described in Chapter 3. The experimental investigation is done on various randomly
generated node samples. The node samples can be generated by specifying node
density (number of nodes per unit area) in three broad categories; (i) low, (ii) medium,
and (hi) high. The user can also generate nodes manually either by mouse click or
by reading the coordinates from a file.
4.1 Interface Design
The main container of the GUI is a frame which is implemented by importing
the J Frame class from javax. The main frame contains four panels with layout as
shown in Figure 4.1. Panel 1 is a container to hold seven function buttons. Panel 2
is used to contain check boxes with labels that are needed for activating the state of
the drawing and editing. Panel 2 also contains text box and text line to display the
value of broadcast range and coordinates of nodes. Panel 3 contains the canvas (draw
region) for displaying or drawing the sensor network. Panel 4 is used to display the
current location of the mouse cursor on the canvas and the count of the nodes in the
draw canvas. A snap-shot of the actual GUI implemented by using swing components
from javax is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Panel 1

Panel 3

Panel 2

Panel 4

Figure 4.1: The Layout of the Interface.
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Figure 4.2: A Snap-Shot of the GUI.

4.2 Functionalities of GUI Components
Table l(a-c) contains a brief description of the GUI components. The first column
in the table contains the names of the components and the second column contains a
34
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brief description of the functionality corresponding to those components.

Table 4.1a

Name
Draw Vertex

Edit Vertex

Clear

Update Broadcast
Range

Randomly Allocate
Nodes
Save Current State

Redo

Description
This feature enables the user to draw vertex by
mouse click. The coordinates of the vertex position
is shown on the lower left corner of the canvas in
the CUI.
This component enables the user to relocate the
position of an existing vertex by mouse drag. The
coordinates of the new position of the vertex is
displayed at the bottom of the canvas.
This feature enables the user to clear the screen
of any arc(s), polygon(s), and vertices that are
currently displayed in the draw panel.
Enables the user to update the broadcast range
(in number of pixels) of the currently selected vertices
on the draw panel. The user can enter the range on the
right hand side of the CUI. The default broadcast range
is taken as 100 pixels.
Users can obtain randomly generated vertices
by clicking this component. The randomly generated
vertices are displayed on the draw panel.
Can be used by the user to save the current state
of the nodes that includes the coordinates of the
position, broadcast range of the nodes and other
data about vertices present on the panel.
This feature enables the user to clear the current
state of the draw panel and return the state of the
draw panel which was last saved by the user. If the
the user did not have a previous state saved, then
the redo feature will not take any action.
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Table 4.1b

Update Coordinates

Draw Inner Free Regions

Draw All Inner Free Region

Draw Outer Free Region

Draw All Outer Free Region

This feature enables the user to copy, paste,
and upload the coordinates data from the
external text file to the coordinates place holder
located on the lower right hand corner of the CUI.
This check-box enables the user to click on the
vertex located in the draw panel to find the
in-free-region of the selected vertex. The inner
region will be displayed on the draw region.
Its functionality is to let the user to determine
all in-free-regions for all vertices located
in the draw panel. The inner region of
each vertex is computed and displayed
on the draw region
Enables the user to select a specific vertex
in the draw panel. The out-free-region of
the selected vertex is computed and
displayed on the draw panel.
This feature enables the user to compute the
out-free-regions for all vertices in the draw
panel. All nodes and their out-free regions
are displayed on the draw panel

Table 4.1c

Draw In-Free and Out-Free

Draw All Combine

This feature enables the user to
select a specific vertex in the draw panel.
The inner and outer free regions will be
computed and displayed on the draw panel.
The inner free region is indicated by the
polygon with red end points and edges.
The outer free region s indicated by an
arc-gon with black edges and green end
points. The intersection of the two regions
are indicated by an arc-gon with blue edges.
This feature enables the user to compute and
display free-regions of all nodes in the draw panel.
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4.3 Generating the Nodes
To generate randomly distributed nodes on the canvas, the width and height (in
terms of pixel count) of the draw canvas is taken into consideration. Let w and h
be the width and height, respectively, of the draw canvas. The x-coordinate of the
randomly generated point is required to be within the range 0 to w. Similarly, the
y-coordinate of the randomly generated point is required to be within the range 0 to
h. This makes sure that the generated point lies within the draw canvas. The actual
random values of the coordinates are obtained by using the ”Math.rand()” function
in the Java programming language.
While generating random points on the canvas, it could happen that more then
one generated points have the same coordinates. So, we make sure to check that a
newly generated point does not have the same coordinates as that of the previously
generated points. Only one instance of repeated points is used for generating random
nodes. The generated nodes are stored in a Java Vector.
4.4 Generating the Network
Once the nodes are generated, it is necessary to construct the network connecting
the selected nodes that are within each others transmission range. For our implemen
tation we generated the unit disk graph (UDG) network implied by generated nodes
and a selected value of transmission radius. The transmission radius is typically taken
as 100 pixels and can be varied to obtain a denser or sparser network. Once the value
of transmission radius is fixed the program generates the induced UGD by simply
connecting all in-range nodes. The generated network is checked for connectivity.
Unconnected networks are discarded and a new network is generated by either (i)
increasing the node density or by (ii) increasing the transmission radius. If the gen
erated network is exceedingly dense then it also is discarded and a new network is
generated by decreasing either the node density or the transmission radius. The GUI
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has functionality for cut/paste operation of the node coordinates.
The system does have functionality to store a generated network in a file for later
use. Consequently, the system allows the user to load a stored network from a file.
Creating the network by using the data from a text file is accomplished by copying
and pasting the data from the text file into the coordinates place holder on the GUI.
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Figure 4.3: Example of Generated Nodes in the Draw Panel.

351 249
426 423
354 112

638 315
201 226

475 185
455 343
251 349
550
126
313
214

434
304
501
445

562 314
584 262
543 252

Figure 4.4: Sample Input from a Text File
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4.5 Implementation of Ont-Free-Region OFR
We use the quadratic time algorithm sketched in Chapter 3 for computing the
out-free-region (OFR). The arcs on the boundary of the out-free-region are stored in
a Java Vector. The class interface diagram for implementing OFR is shown in Figure
4.4a. The GUI allows the user to compute the out-free-region(s) of a single node or a
group of nodes. If the user wants to compute the OFR of a single node, then it can
be done by selecting the appropriate check box in Panel 2. Similarly for computing
the OFR of all nodes in the draw canvas, it is necessary to select the corresponding
checkbox in Panel 2. The computed OFR is displayed as an arc-gon with green edges.
Figure 4.4b shows the GUI displaying the maximal out-free-region of a signle node.
The out-free-region is indicated by black edges with green vertices. The blue circle
indicates the boundary of outer circle in the corresponding annular region.

OutFreeRegion Algorithm
arcgon_k : Vector
nodes : Vector
ndi : m y_point
GetOFRO : Vector
FindArcslntersectionO : int
FindCirclelntersectionO : int
FindAdjacentArcNodeO : Int
CreateArcO : void
CreateCircleO : void
GetCriticalPolntsO : Vector
GetDominatedCritlcalPointsO : Vector
GetPrimeCriticaiPointsO : Vector
FindPointslnRangeO : Vector________

Figure 4.4a: Illustrating the UML Diagram of OFR Class
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(5 0 6 .4 3 7 )

N u m b e r Of n o d e s :

Figure 4.4b; Illustrating the GUI displaying OFR of a single node.
4.6 Implementation of In-Free-Region IFR
The quadratic time algorithm for computing IFR presented in Chapter 3 is se
lected for implementation. The arcs of the boundary of the in-free-region are stored
in a Java Vector. The functionality of the components for initiating the computation
of in-free-regions in the GUI is similar to that for computing out-free-regions. The
user can simply select the option for finding the in-free-region and click on the specific
node on the draw panel. The GUI also allows the user to compute the in-free-region of
a group of nodes. If the single node is selected, the program displays its in-free-region
consisting of solid arcs. Figure 4.5a shows the GUI displaying the in-free-regions of a
selected node. If all nodes are selected for computing in-free-region then their in-freeregions are displayed together. It may be noted that in-free regions of nearby nodes
may overlap. The UML diagram of the class for implementing the in-free-region is
shown in Figure 4.5c.
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N um ber of nodes:

Figure 4.5a: Displaying the IFR of a Single Node

N um ber Of nodes

Figure 4.5b: Displaying IFR of all Nodes

The nodes that are not bound by the red arcgons are the nodes that do not
have a corresponding in-bound-node(s). The in-free-region of these nodes are the
transmission disc of the node itself.
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InFreeRegion Algorithm
arcgon_k: Vector
nodes : Vector
ndi : m y_point
GetlFRO : Vector
FindArcslntersectionO : int
FindCirclelntersectionO : int
FindAdjacentArcNodeO : int
CreateArcO : void
CreateCircleO : void
GetCriticalPolntsO : Vector
GetDominatedCritlcalPointsO : Vector
GetPrimeCriticaiPointsO : Vector
FindPointslnRangeO : Vector________
UpdateArcsListO: void
Figure 4.5c: The UML Diagram of the class used for Computing IFR

4.7 Implementation of Free Region FR
The GUI for computing the free region has the same user interaction function
ality as that for computing IFR and OFR. The user simply selects the option for
computing the combined set IFR and OFR to compute and display the free region on
the canvas. The free region is computed by finding the intersection between the arcgons representing the OFR and IFR. The red/blue intersection algorithm presented
in Chapter 3 is used for computing the intersection between IFR and OFR.
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Figure 4.6: Illustrating Free Region on the GUI with 12 nodes '
(low number of nodes).
Figure 4.6 shows the free region represented by the blue arcgon. The IFR is
represented by the red arcgon, and the OFR is represented by the black arcgon.
Figures 4.6 to 4.8 show the FR, IFR, and OFR display by the GUI.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

We presented a brief overview of the deployment and relocation problems in sensor
networks. We introduced the notion of free-regions for sensor nodes. We investigated
several interesting properties of free-regions. We presented an exact algorithm of
time complexity 0 { k ‘^) for computing the free-region of a sensor node, where k is
the number of in-bound and out-bound nodes in sensor network. We established a
lower bound of Cl(klogk) for the free-region computation problem. We established the
lower bound by developing an 0{k) time transformation of the sorting problem to
the free-region computation problem. We also presented efficient approximation algo
rithms for constructing the free-region of sensor nodes. We presented an experimental
investigation of the proposed algorithms.
Several extensions of the proposed problem and algorithms can be planned for
future work. The time complexity of 0{k'^) for computing free-regions is not opti
mal. It would be very interesting to obtain a faster exact algorithm. We have only
determined the free region of sensor nodes. If we move a node in the free-region its
local connectivity is not changed but it can change the free-regions of other nodes in
its proximity. One interesting problem would be to develop an algorithm to identify
those nodes which will cause a very small change in their neighbors free-region when
the nodes are relocated.
It would also be interesting to seek a relationship between FR and interference.
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